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While residential and commercial demand-side management (DSM) programs have advanced significantly
in both quality and quantity over the past decade, industrial programs have been left behind, primarily
due to the industrial sector's diverse naturee However, industry consumes substantially more energy than
any other sector and has a large potential for improved efficiency. Utilities can act as a catalyst in
securing this efficiency potential by offering industrial conservation programs. The purpose of this paper
is to aid in this effort by demonstrating lessons learned to date from such programse

This summary of lessons learned is based on interviews conducted with more than 80 utilities and third
party organizationse A database of 70 programs resulted, including 32 programs with sufficient data to
permit analysise Measures of program success for these programs were primarily based on participation
rates and energy savings as a percent of industrial energy sales.

The average industrial DSM program in the database has saved less than 0.4% of industrial energy sales,
has a 6% participation rate, and has a levelized utility cost of $e012/kWhe Relative to the average
program, successful programs described in this paper have achieved three times the participation and
energy savings as a percent of energy sales and have done so at only two-thirds of the levelized utility
cost. These programs have been around for almost two years longer than the typical program. There are
four main features that appear to be linked to successful industrial DSM programs: insight into the
customer's perspective, program flexibility, innovative and financial IncentIves.

Introduction

is responsible for 37 % of our national energy
consumption, than any other sector.
Industrial natural gas and consumption are
respectively 45% and 35% of total national consumption.
In of these it may seem surprising that
conservation programs offered by many utilities have all
but industrial customerse To the extent attention
has been to industrial customers, it is more often
than not within a program that both commercial
and industrial customers. Utilities generally have avoided
purely industrial programs due to the highly diversified
and individualistic nature of the sector. The driving forces
behind industrial decision-making are significantly
different than those in the commercial sector. Commercial
and industrial programs have generally been
aeSagrlOO around the stnlcture of the commercial sector
and therefore have had limited application to industrye

The time is for industrial demand-side management.
Increased international competition, the present economic

and growing environmental awareness and regula-
tions are to the fmancial strains being

in our manufacturing base. Improving the
efficiency of our industrial facilities can increase
productivity and quality control and decrease the
environmental impact of the industrial sector. However,

for industrial energy-efficiency retrofit
projects are often beyond the typical two-to-three-year
range required in these uncertain times
(Alliance to Save Energy et al. 1991; Ross and Stein
meyer 1991). Utilities can play a crucial role in providing
the necessary incentives for industry to pursue efficiency
improvements.

In response to the increasing need for and interest in
industrial efficiency improvement, we have performed a
study of existing experience in industrial DSM, identifying
what has worked and the lessons learned. A database was
created consisting of results from utility programs with a
significant industrial component Attention was also given
to information obtained through telephone interviews and
additional literature. This work is based on a larger report
prepared for the u.s. Department of (Jordan and
Nadel 1992).
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refrigeration and lighting and motor
upgrades. Non-generic, SlH~-St)ecJlnC process improvements
are also nAlI"i"n'\lli"1"'t"'lllf:,lto~

In recent in industrial demand-side
management, both and approaches
were taken.. interviews were conducted with
over eighty utilities and third-party organizations (based
on names found in other and by to
further elucidate the extent of each utility's industrial
conservation programs~ Load programs such
as rate, time-of-use rate, and
geller~ati()n programs were not examined in this study ~ For
those utilities that tracked industrial results, data were
collected on the industrial participation, energy
...._.'Jl..IIl..A;;;;,.IoJl .. and expenditures~ A set of results was
obtained for 32 programs 18 and

utilities.

In order to evaluate the results of this certain
measures of success were defined. Our measures
of success for the industrial conservation programs are

palrtlC:lP~LU(lln rates and/or net electricity
as a of industrial energy sales.. Also considered
are leveHzed cost per kWh saved and qualitative
information obtained intervie\vs ..

Data were obtained from the individual utilities COJtlCUICtJI1HI
the programs. There is variation in the methods
with which utilities track industrial data.. Some utilities
track the number of rebates or the
number of completed, whereas others track the

of individual customers. For this study,
efforts were made to reflect the number of indus-
trial in the rates. Since many of
the utilities in the database have not estimated the free
flQ1erSJtllo of their industrial programs, rates
include free riders and exaggerate the effective
ness of the program in acquiring new net conservation

In for about one-third of the programs in
Table 1, the energy results are approxi-
mated. For many of the C&I programs in the <lam-

a formal delineation of industrial versus commercial
has not been performed. Instead, managers of

these programs have made rough estimates of the percent
age of total attributable to the industrial sector"

..........JIUl.....JI.lUUI.,,",'Av .. in order to us with comparable par-
UCllpa,tlon rates, many utilities who only track the number

atabaseofvervie

measure rebate programs
direct rebates for installation of m~~n-!errlCl~~nc:v

steam

offer
motors,

and air
Rebates are either based on a direct

donar per unit energy saved or on a of
coste

Program

To industrial DSM programs, like commercial
programs, are focused on upgrades
such as high-efficiency motors and lighting systems. Few
existing programs focus on improving the efficiency of
entire systems or processes, which account
for more than 90% of the energy used in In
choosing programs for inclusion in the database, we have
paid attention to those programs which
size process eIrlClC~nc:v

DSM programs which have focused. on llnrhlC!t~l

come in the form of custom measure incentive
programs, and secondarily in the form of prescriptive
measure rebate programs. Information on 70 programs
offered 45 utilities was entered into the database. Data
from less than half of these programs were sufficient

to warrant further examination. Table 1
includes a truncated version of the entire database.
~''A..I'~~YR~8 v 60% of the programs listed in the database offer
custom measure incentives process measure
ret»ate,s).. 40% offer measure rebates. Of these
programs, 10% offer both of rebates. less
than half of the programs in the database concentrate
spe~Il]CalHV on and the programs serve
both commercial and industrial customers.

There are a of different customer incentives
offered under the custom measure incentive programs,
such as cash incentives for the incremental cost of
efficient incentives based on energy saved or
load reduced in first year or kW
rebates based on a of materials and installation
costs, cash low-to-no-interest and n~'vh~B~k"

rH~'';j-nn'~jrn incentives. These programs are ~erlerl1LHv

structured so that an energy survey is first to
OP1P01~tulMtlles. Some utilities allow

the customer to choose their own contractor to 1I"I!oQ«I!"'1"_~

the initial survey, whereas other utilities have their own
industrial or contractors the survey.
The measures most often rebated in the custom measure
progra:ms are process and measures,
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BPA's Energy Savings Plan (ESP) was initiated in 1989
as a custom rebate program to promote energy-efficiency
in industry. According to program staff, the program was
not effective in attracting customers. EPA
transformed its marketing techniques in mid-1990 ..
Vendors, contractors, utility customers, and others are

involved in the planning, and on-going
evaluation of the new program structure. BPA decentral
ized the ESP as of 1990 to give administering power to
their utility customers, thus reducing the paperwork and
increasing the flexibility of the program. An increased
emphasis has been placed on equipment vendors. Utility
marketing staff attend trade shows and educate vendors on
effective methods for marketing their products by
marketing the ESP program. Staff cites the marketing
change as largely contributing to the increased success of
the program in attracting participants and savings. The
past 1 1/2 years of the program have seen a four-fold
increase in the number of participants compared to the
first 1 1/2 years. Although cumulative energy savings as a
percent of industrial energy sales are only 003 %, this
program is only available to customers purchasing less
than 5% of industrial energy sales. More than 95 % of

programs when savings and participation rates are looked
at separately; prescriptive rebate programs tend to reach a
larger number of customers, whereas custom rebate pro
grams appear to result in greater energy savings. Using
participation rates as an indicator, 60% of the prescriptive
programs are above average whereas only 30% of the cus
tom rebate programs are above average. Using as an indi
cator the cumulative energy savings as a percent of indus
trial energy sales, 10% of the prescriptive programs fare
better than average, whereas 35% of the custom rebate
programs are above average. The fonowing programs are
listed in order of decreasing energy savings as a percent
of industrial energy sales, with programs offered by the
same utility grouped together..

Bonneville Power Administration's Aluminum
Smelter Conservation/Modernization program, ongoing
since 1987, encourages the region's primary aluminum
smelters to make additional investments in plant moderni
zation. These smelters are BPA's largest customers,
purchasing more electricity from BPA than do all the
investor-owned customers combined. All of the
primary aluminum smelters participated in the plannJm~

and design of the program. BPA's incentive to the cus
tomer pays roughly one-third of the costs of efficiency
improvements through a modest incentive of $0.OO5/kWh
saved over a ten-year periode Despite the small incentive,
in 1991 alone the Con/Mod program saw energy savings
of 3.9% of industrial sales and a 70% participation rate.
BPA has not estimated the free-ridership of this program,
which is most likely

of rebates given (rather than the number of rebated
customers) made rough guesses of the ratio of rebates
given to customers participating in a particular program.

Due to the limitations of the data outlined above, figures
'" ..... Il1-o.......... '........... in this study are best used for scoping purposes

rather than for detailed program evaluation.

In calculating each program's levelized cost, we have used
only the utility program expenditures, rather than both the
cost to the utility and participant, since data on customer
costs are rarely collected. As calculated in Table 1,
levelized utility costs have their own caveats. For a
quarter of the programs, only the direct utility expendi
tures for the program (Le. rebates) were available, and
not the total indirect and direct costs which would include
administrative and evaluation expenditures. All leveliZed
utility costs assume a ten-year measure lifetime and a 6 %
real discount rate. A ten-year measure life is assumed
since industrial equipment is often removed before the end
of its useful life during changes to production processes.

ATI~~V~lI~ of data results and inter-
reveals that a number of features

programs. The average program
elllmJllatllng remote outliers) has been offered for

almost 4 years, has cumulatively saved less than Oe4% of
the industrial energy sales, has seen participation
from 1 of every 16 industrial customers (a 6%

and has done so at a levelized
cost of The program offers a custom
rebate or loan to commercial and industrial
customers ..

While the average industrial program has had limited
there are a few programs which have achieved

and of these
programs are summarized in the section.

Relative to the
program in the the successful programs

described below have achieved approximately three times
the cumulative and energy savings as a

of energy sales and have done so at only two
thirds of the levelized costs. On average,
these programs have been around for almost two years

than the program$

There is little differentiation between the success of
rebate versus custom rebate programs when

pa111CIPBLtlOln and energy savings indicatore
differences arise among the two types of
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BPA's industrial energy sales are to primary aluminum
smelters who are not eligible for this program. If smelter
electricity sales are subtracted from total industrial sales,
ESP has cumulatively saved 5.5% of remaining industrial
sales. BPA pays the customer $O.15/kWh saved in the
first year or 80% of the project costs, whichever is
smaller. ESP's low levelized utility cost of $O.OO3/kWh
saved indicates its cost-effectiveness.

COMM/Electric administered a Custom Rebate program
to commercial and industrial customers between 1987 and
1991. The program offered a free comprehensive energy
audit which recommended energy-saving measures. Par
ticipants solicited bids to contractors to install the
measures, and the utility was involved in selecting the
winning bid. The resulting customer incentive was based
on the kWh saved over the measure life and was deter
mined using a sliding scale depending both on the measure
life and the contract term selected by the participant
Contractors initially paid for the installation of the
measure and recovered costs over the contract life.
Therefore, the customer did not have any up-front costs.
The utility pays an incentive to the participant over the
lifetime of their contract The longer the contract life, the
higher the incentive. However, industrial participants

chose a contract life. The average
incentive was $O~ 19/kWh saved over the contract life.
This rebate for 100% of the installation and
labor costs. "fhere was no need for the to market

program, since contractors eagerly took this role.

In 1991 the Custom Rebate program achieved a
10.5% rate and savings of 2.6% of industrial
energy sales. These results are wen above average, but
come at a price~ The levelized utility cost for the program
was saved.. When the program first began,
1'1!ll"'II'i"'!l1""lI1t"l!ri! p:rOH~ts were the measure of choice.. In the last
two years of the program, lighting was often still
the efficient motors, and energy

were also installed. The
program administrator indicated that custom process
measures were because audits
indicated that such measures were usually gas-saving
rather than to the a
DSM to last five years was
exhausted in three years. Therefore, the program is on
hold until 1993 as COMMI Electric works within a
collaborative on program re-design. The success of the
program is due to COMM/Electric's high avoided
cost, which more expensive projects to qualify,
and incentive payments ..

Wisconsin Electric's (WEPCo) Smart Money for Business
program has experienced cumulative industrial energy
savings of 2.5 % of industrial energy sales at a cost of less
than $O.02/kWh saved since the start of the program in
1987. This combination custom and prescriptive rebate
program offers commercial and industrial customers a
wide variety of incentives. Over the past five years,
almost half of all WEPCo's industrial customers have
received rebates through Smart Money. The majority of
participants have focused on prescriptive measures,
emphasizing lighting measures. After administering the
program for over three years and studying the managerial
structure of their industrial customers, WEPCo refined
their marketing approach to reflect what they had learned.
A two-pronged strategy is now taken: utility engineers
communicate with and market the program to process
level plant personnel, such as plant engineers and main
tenance operators. Simultaneously, utility executives
interact with and market the program to industrial vice
presidents. Generally, smaller projects can be handled by
the process-level employees, whereas larger projects must
be dealt with at a senior management leveL

Puget Power has administered its Industrial Conservation
Incentive program since 1981 .. The program has achieved
a cumulative energy savings as a percent of industrial
energy sales of 2.0% and a cumulative participation rate
of 4.5 %, well-above-average savings and below-average
participation. The customer incentive is based on the
utility's avoided cost for the energy saved, and usually
lies in the $O~02-$O.15/first year kWh saved range. The
incentive covers approximately 50-80% of measure costs..
Puget targets their 100 largest customers. Utility staff
work with participants to perform analyses of entire
industrial systems, identify where the energy savings and
greatest overall customer benefits lie, oversee project
bidding, assist in project design, and perform energy
savings verification tests. Three-to-five-year plans are
de",elc)De;d with participants to coordinate what will be
done and when. Puget staff noted that due to the intensive
labor requirements of this program, the availability of
staff to broadly market the program is limited. Sur
prisingly, the program. is marketed simply by word-of
mouth.

Central Maine Power's (eMP) Power Partners Program is
an all-source bidding program in which C&I customers or
energy service companies (ESCOs) submit bids for energy
management projects. The incentive is $O.Ol/kWh
delivered. Although bids have not been solicited for
almost three years due to adequate power availability,
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the Energy Action Program (EAP) and the Customer
Initiated Program (elF). which began in 1987,
subsidizes the cost of conservation projects with incentives
capped at $O.06/kWh saved over the lifetime of the
measure.. Initially, the utility performs an audit on the
customer's facility. If the customer wishes to go further, a
detailed energy study of the facility is performed for
which the customer and the utility split the cost.. The
customer's payment is refunded if the customer decides to
go ahead with implementation.. The effectiveness of this
strategy is apparent in the fact that, to date, not a single
participant has decided against implementation of the
recommendations after the energy study was performed.
elP, which got underway in 1989, was a response to
some industrial customers' hesitation at allowing the
utility to enter their facilities for proprietary reasons. This
program is similar to EAP with the main difference being
CIP's lack of an energy analysis of participants'
facilities. The fmancial incentives of these two
programs and the intensive labor requirements of EAP
audits are reflected in the cumulative levelized utility cost
of However, with the cost have come

savings. The cumulative participation rate and
energy as a percent of sales for these two
programs combined are 4.3% and 0041 % respectively~

incentive~

Relative to other motor rebate programs in the database,
Be Power Smart Motor Rebate program has
fared welL The utility offers customers an incentive of

and $600/kW saved for new and replacement
motors Be additionally offers a
vendor incentive equivalent to 20% of the customer
incentives Since the start of the program in 1988, Be

has seen roughly 4% of their industrial customers
and has experienced cumulative annualized.

of 0.28% of their industrial energy sales .. For
V_A.A.li.IiJli.\I.J!..I8.IoJI_J8..l1, this percent savings is five times as large as
the cumulative savings achieved in other motor rebate
programs in the database~ BC levelized cost of
$O.016/kWh saved is typical of other motor rebate pro
grams. Although the participation rate appears small,
before the program began, high-efficiency motors only
accounted for 5% of the horsepower sold in Be Hydro's
service compared to 60% today .. Since program
experience has shown that the majority of motors rebated
are large motors, it is not surprising that the percentage of
horsepower sold in the form of high-efficiency motors is
large even though the percentage of customers partici
pating in the program is smalL BC Hydro's program
manager cited a number of reasons for their success: the
pr~~se]nta.tl0n of a broad Power Smart package to industry,
the close relationship established with customers,

educational and the vendorConnecticut & Power has offered two customized
rebate programs for commercial and industrial customers,

savings from existing projects are stiH coming in strong,
including savings from industrial projects. This bidding
program has cumulatively saved 1.3 % of industrial energy
sales and has experienced an above-average cumulative
industrial participation rate of 7%.. The cumulative
levelized cost of $O.OO5/kWh saved only includes
the payments made through 1991 and does not take into
account the fact that projects typically receive payments
for 15 years. staff consider the program's flexi
bility to be a key component contributing to its success.

CMP's Efficiency Buy-Back program allows a targeted
customer base to competitively bid for conservation
projects. This program is limited to large customers.. An
incentive of up to 50% of project cost is available, rather
than Power Partner's fixed dollar per kWh incentive..
Proposed projects must save at least 5 GWh per year.
The program has achieved large savings with low partici-

at low cost.. The success in savings that
are almost twice the average (0 .. 8% of industrial energy

lies in the of the program and
in the fact that are for large energy-saving

United is now into the second year of
their commercial and industrial custom rebate program,

UPPolrtWtlltl.es. Malrkt~tmlg brochures the
nC!t.l~1Il"_t·1l"'Jt::>'nI'H!'U nature of the program~ The customer can
choose its own vendors an.d contractors to carry out

lbe will co-fund
~~__................",... studies for advanced process, energy mana~~enlen.t,

an.d heat recovery measures~ Financial
incentives are taken as a of measure costs and

upon the measure's even measures
with less than a one-year receive rebates ..
Financial incentives of IS/first year kWh saved are
offered for measures with than
five years~ Measures with shorter n~'vh~u~1c

rebates as a of cost; rebates decrease as
the decreases. After its second year of a
Inr~~-ve':::IT DSM program ill had still not

of the program
1992 UI doubled the maximum incentive to
year kWh saved" has achieved a
cumulative rate of 3~2%. Cumulative energy

of industrial sales have been
than average at and the cumu-

cost for the program has been
saved. the fact that this program is

rei~~tlv·~lv new, ill has achieved without large
program costs ..
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Despite these limitations, there are similar traits among
the relatively successful programs 0 Our analysis of
program experience indicates that there are several
elements which contribute to above-average partIcipation
and savings. Outlined below are some of the primary
features which distinguish successful programs from the
average industrial program..

10 Understanding and sup,porting the customer's perspec-
is particularly when it comes to industrial

customers. The more thoroughly a utility understands the
industrial customer's perspective, the greater the likeli
hood that the customer win participate.. To date, industry
has not readily trusted utilities in the quality and intent of
their programs. The Washington State Energy Office
(WSEO), in its draft of Industrial
11-41"1'"'lIro'lll,Qo""'~",l Programs and Rudeen 1991), noted
that does not generally and
government as credible sources of information. Utilities
and indicated that it can take a
program a few years to gain acceptance, ~'!..IIW·~lIP·~R_

larly if the program involves changes to a manufacturing
processs Wisconsin Power & after adllIDll1s1tenlDg
their C&I Ideas for Business custom measure
program for three years, has decided to hire
consultants with specific industrial process to
~&::lb~''t'n*,"1l'n the detailed industrial energy offered in
their program 0 indicated that the average
DSM consultant to assist in detailed industrial process
energy audits has not been both from a market-

and a technical stanCilDol.nt ..

A few managers of successful industrial programs outlined
a number of issues that are for utilities to
understand if wish to gain industrial acceptance of
their DSM programs.. As one third-party representative
and observer put programs for

JLA.4l.""" ............a.,fi'» .....'.... , it's to be a solid
and Rudeen Current issues of

concern for include power quality, waste minimi
zation and disposal, environmental regulations, competi
tiveness, and reliability of power. It is essential to
understand industrial process energy flows and their
interconnectedness with all of the above factors.. WSEO is
currently coordinating with the State
Department of Ecology to increase the understanding of
the environmental benefits of improved industrial energy
efficiency.. This effort was initiated because
environmental concerns are more important to industry

now than are energy costs 0 Capital budgeting cycles
of industrial customers generally reflect the of
environmental considerations. One program
manager noted that the first for a

industrial customer are related to OSHA

Be Hydro's Power Smart: Efficient Compressed Air
Systems program has already reached 60% of the eligible
customers since the program began 2 1/2 years agos The
utility set an internal mandate to achieve 100%
pation over a three-year time span. Energy savings have
been above-average for prescriptive rebate programs at
0.15% of industrial energy saless The program has been
cheap to administer, with a levelized utility cost of only
$O.OO5/kWh. The utility performs free leak tests on com
pressed air systems, primarily for their pul and paper
customers. The test identifies the general location of leaks,
estimates how much they are costing the customer, and
suggests a leak reduction target. Be Hydro has estimated
that approximately 70% of the energy used in a com
pressed air system is lost through leaks. These losses are
particularly great with their pulp and paper whose
facilities often occupy acres of land and have an extensive
network of distribution pipings The customer repairs their
own leaks, at very low cost. Three months after
the initial leak test, the a
leakage test

NHBO'~1r~ Mohawk's C&I Motors & Drives which
in has proven successful in achieving

.......... "J>..1IUI. .......... In its first year, this program exceeded its
by 500%~ The industrial were

0027% of in.dustrial energy sales 0 The annual levelized
cost in. 1991 was saved 0 The customer

incentive is not a flat dollar per but
rather takes a series of conditions into account
Mohawk credits their for the program
success 0 The staff were
trained in the of ASDs and
efficient motors from the customer's Sub-
stantial funds were on
with vendors 0 The numerous
breakfast with trade allies and assisted them in
........................lI..."" ............".. the program at industrial showso

For the
measures of success used in this what has con
tributed to the above industrial conservation programs

n01r1"1/"111~~1Ii"1r~n and
~flII nllr1l1ll"'lO d"Ilf this assessment is a

the smaIl number of programs
success of industrial programs

appea1"s to be at least related to the composition
of the customer base in a certain service territory.
For on a national average, is only
about 1 to 2% of industrial cost this is
closer to 5 % for paper mills and 25 % for aluminum
smelters 0 utilities with many paper mills as
customers may have more success industrial
conservation programso



and environmental regulationse The second expenditures
are usually for new or improved product developmente
Here is where a utility can jump in and play a role by
offering improved productivity and reduced environmental
emissions through energy-efficiency programse

Understanding that industry operates in an uncertain
economy and a constantly changing business climate is
important Whereas industrial plant managers may be keen
to the idea of improving the efficiency of non-process
systems (such as lighting and space heating and cooling),
they may be unwilling to change their process due to the
perceived high technical and financial risk associated with
iL VmOllS utilities with at least five years of industrial
DSM experience behind them, such as Puget Power, indi
cated that they have had to "prove their value to the
industrial customer" and that it has been important for
them to find ways to increase the productivity of the
customer's facility while also reducing energy
consumptions

2e The marketing techniques employed by the utility can
make the crucial difference between an industrial pro
gram's success and failure .. Industrial programs can't be
run out of an offices Bill stuffers and other direct mail
alone will succeed in marketing a conservation
program to the people in a large industrial

The needs to make continual personal
contact with the customer and target the marketing efforts
to the customer's appropliate decision makers. One utility
program manager indicated that utilities often will market
their programs through ut staff who have had no

contact with the industrial customer, whereas
elsewhere in the utility -- most in the customer
relations -- close relationships have developed
over years of interactione It is to target existing

contacts in an industrial facility, othervvise utility
staff win often have to enter the same door as
eCI'.llp][]1ellt vendors ..

Since fftime is for an industrial customer, an
industrial conservation program must be to
be to a diverse industrial base: it needs
to be well-administered and minimize the paperwork,

and time often associated with
programs.. One drawback associated with many

custom measure programs, as are currently adminis-
is the wait between initial customer enrollment

in the program and actual receipt of an incentive; this
process can take years and proves burdensome to indus
trial customers.

5" 128 - Jordan and Nadel

Some utilities, such as BPA, Be Hydro, and Niagara
Mohawk, have focused on trade allies for marketing a
programe Be Hydro, for example, provides an incentive
to equipment vendors equal to 20% of the customer
rebate. Marketing a program through the use of trade
allies not only reduces the administrative costs for the
utility, but also reduces the participant paperwork
requirede As the program. manager at Be Hydro noted,
trade allies and manufacturers can indirectly act as utility
marketing staff and thus reduce the utility manpower
required to market a programe

A few utility program. managers noted that if large indus
trial customers' capital budgeting cycles are followed
closely, then the utility can present the pr~gram to the
customer well in advance of the start of a new cycle (Le.
offer a free audit and indicate the energy-saving oppor
tunities) and have greater likelihood for marketing
success 0 Planning a marketing approach around the cus
tomer's capital appropriations can also shorten the length
of time between initial customer contact and final measure
implementatione Industries have a limited attention span; if
the bureaucratic process drags on too long, their attention
tends to shift away from the program and its merits and
back to the constantly evolving list of concerns within
their facilitiese

3. Generally, the more program flexibility offered the
industrial customer the more successful the utility has
been in recruiting participants 0 This is easier to achieve
with the inherently flexible structure of a custom measure
incentive program compared to a prescriptive measure
rebate programe However, even custom rebate programs
can be too for industrial customers, as was demon
strated in the earlier version of BPA's Energy Savings
Plano The failure of the program to recruit participants
was partly due to the concrete, restrictive deadlines for
submitting project proposals which had no relationship to
capital budgeting cycles of industrial facilities (Nadel

Both custom rebate and prescriptive rebate programs play
important roles in securing industrial energy-efficiency
improvementse By offering high participation for par
ticular measures and by getting customers accustomed to
working with the utility, prescriptive rebate programs can
be a positive complement to a custom rebate programe If
the two types of rebates are offered in conjunction with
each other, the program win most likely reach more
customers than if only one type of rebate is offerede
Customers passing through the prescriptive portion of the



increase pwtlclPatio:n.

Since 1990, Southern California Gas has been offering
incentives to industrial customers to perform consultant
studies and install or efficient equipment tnr~Du~~n

their High Industrial Replacement
and Industrial Heat Recovery programs. The measures
most funded are installation of
boilers and burners. Heat recovery

installed are economizers and recuperators$
The Industrial program has seen

and rates. to
this is due to the fact that industrial

customers are to meet air standards which
have gone into effect and are
~""AJ!AAF-s""'JUi.'lv. The indicates that it will most
difficult to achieve similar results in the future.

Carolina Power & has offered an intensive industrial
audit program since 1983. Audits typically last for two
weeks, and sometimes much longer. The program targets
industrial customers who need financially. Audits are
performed for not only electricity savings but also for
water, gas, and other fuel savings, which enhances cus
tomer respect for the program. The auditors only recom
mend measures with a two-year payback or less because
experience has shown that these are the only measures
implemented by customers. If all recommended measures
are customer demand is reduced

10-15%.

Pacific Power & in their
Finanswer: Industrial program, has
rm~mC.m2 rather than cash rebates for p.nACIl>\1"(V'[T_I3'f"'hr'113'1t'\"'U

tmlDTOIVelmelt1t n1rnlfll~t~ in In thisindusttial new
construction and retrofit program, the offers to pay
100% of the cost of and of a cost-

with the CliS

a Prime +2% interest
over the from 5-10 years. Customers

must have at least a 500 kW demand to
staff indicated that direct cash rebates are not
effective in changing industrial behavior in the long-run;
Cialmm2 that simply "giving something away free" isn't
an effective The customer significantly benefits
from most energy-saving measures rebated utilities and
should pay for the benefits. Initial results from this
program have been below the

has the program format to include
a feature which think win

program may decide to move on to more process-oriented,
custom-type projects. Such is the case with Wisconsin
Electric's Smart Money for Business program described
earlier.

ther Notable Efforts in Industrial DS

As noted 70 programs are included in the
less than half of these programs are

included in the data analysis$ some of the
programs not listed in Table 1 are worth Jl11.l~hjJl2h'tmjg.

There are also notable efforts to encourage
lm1r')'f()ved industrial efficiency. Some of the more
efforts are summarized below.

4. Customer financial incentives are offered by all the
programs in Table 1 (while a few industrial programs in
the expanded database do not offer incentives, none of
these programs could provide data for our database).
Some programs offer the option of low-to-no-interest loans
instead of or in addition to a cash rebate. Generally, large
financial incentives offered to the participant correlate to
above-average participation and savings. For example,
BPA has raised the incentive in the Energy Savings Plan
program three-fold since the introduction of the program
in order to attract participants. As noted previously,
participation rates in this program have increased sub
stantially since incentives were increased and marketing
methods improved upon. In addition, a few utilities
offering relatively successful industrial conservation
programs have noted that vendor incentives can streamline
and improve the effectiveness of program marketing.

North Carolina is the state with a
cooperative industrial efficiency effort. The North
Carolina State Industrial Extension
co()peratllon with the North Carolina

Preventative Maintenance Measure 1P,.J'\1"l"'H,r'f"'!:J!T'9:"\I

This program is a series of seminars on lrni"'lirn~v-

.o.-t-...'lIn-a.::t.'ll"ll ....''ll;¥ and of industrial facilities.
ate eligible for a energy

thriDU~~h the which focuses on the of
the semmar$ Auditors work with recent trainees

waste in the trainee's The state
go"et1l1mient pays for 80% of the audit and the customer
pays for the rest. On average, industrial customers have
had measures recommended to them which will save

per year at an average audit cost to the customer
of This audit program has been available
for two years and has seen 65 % of its recommendations
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Commercial and industrial customers are very different
and warrant unique approaches to program design, mar
keting, and implementation. Industrial customers want to
know how to improve the productivity of their facilities,
not simply how to improve their energy efficiency.
Therefore, utilities need to understand the industrial
processes of their customers and their associated
inefficiencies in order to begin to fmd the links between
increased efficiency and increased productivity. By
contractors and/or staff who have specific expertise with
different types of industrial customers, the utility will
more likely succeed in identifying appropriate measures
and in assuring the confidence of the industrial customer.

The methods of industrial programs can have
considerable impact on the effectiveness of attracting
participants. Efforts to remain in regular personal contact
with both customers and dealers can payoff in large par
ticipation rates and energy savings. A direct incentive to
eq1.Uplmelt1t dealers has had a positive impact on savings
and participation at the few utilities in this which
have such an incentive.

to an industrial
customer, the will be with the diverse
nature of ll'lll"llrhllo'll"~l rather than against it.
custom and rebate programs
the need for
customer palrtlclpa~t1o,n

customer. In ad.(lltl~Dn'll

to customers

suz:mIllCaJllt energy per
financial incentives offered

tools for
industrial program

results nr()Vllcies an invaluable tool for lessons
from DSM efforts~

It is time for ll"~.. ll .. ~ .. "",, ....

to move forward and pursue the
OPl)OrtUlJlltH~S in the industrial sector. .£~"·llV'.&~.u

~V1',\,::l>'f"1,::l>n("llt:l\ in industrial DSM is not ,::l>vt,::l>nC!1il'T~

nt"(lVllr1~~ useful lessons that can be applied to new
now for utilities is to

eXl)er:lm€~nt:m,g with industrial pro
the lessons learned from other utilities

5.. 130 ... Jordan and Nadel
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